
Prosperity not austerity

I go to Manchester today to make the case again for prosperity as the driver
of policy. Ownership for everyone, tax cuts for all should be the aim.

The Economy day needs to set out how we can have a more prosperous UK after
our exit from the EU. Taking control of our money allows us to spend more on
our priorities. Taking control of our taxes will allow us to remove VAT from
items like green products and fuel. Taking control of our laws allows us to
repeal damaging regulations like the fishing ones which destroy jobs and
damage our seas. Taking control of our trade policy allows us to cut tariffs,
taxes on imports we need from the rest of the world.

We need a green policy which is friendly to prosperity, not an unrealistic
one centred on many more taxes and regulations to price people on lower
incomes out of personal transport or a  holiday. We need ownership policies
to make it easier for more people to own their own home. We need tax and
employment laws which encourage setting up your own business, working for
yourself or growing a small company.

We also as Conservatives need to explain why Labour’s 2030 net zero carbon
target entails unacceptable levels of tax and regulation over our lives, with
many job losses in traditional activities that require energy use. We need to
ask why the Lib Dems call themselves democratic given their main aim is to
overturn a democratic majority in the UK’s largest ever democratic vote, and
why they call themselves Liberal when they propose a vast raft of higher
taxes and extra regulations to stop people doing what they want to do.

Both these parties want to tax us into personal austerity  and regulate us
into their idea of enforced lifestyle. They run down the UK, think we cannot
govern ourselves, they seek to stifle innovation and want to block
enterprise. Labour now want to steal shares and properties from people who
have worked hard and saved to own them. They want us all subservient to their
state, and wish to enforce equality by preventing people doing well by
working hard.
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